
ADVENTURE GUACAMOLE!
Why embark on this quest? Avocados have so many uses, so many 
nutrients, and are an awesome canvas for experimentation. These 
fruits (yes, fruit!) are rich in healthy fats as well as many vital vitamins 
and minerals, all of which have important roles in the human body. 
Between its superfood power and its silky texture, avocados are a 
favorite of Team Taste Quest (have you seen our mascot?!).

WHY GUACAMOLE?

Did you know? Before 1915, 
people in Florida referred to 
avocados as alligator pears.

How does this strange berry become a delicious bite?

*

Avocados are actually 
berries! Unlike other berries, 
such as strawberries and 
grapes, avocados have just 
one seed. 

Guacamole may have originally 
been made using a stone mortar & 
pestle. Many Mexican restaurants 
still make it this way! 

Taste Quest mascot

Did you know that guacamole was invented by the Aztecs? They 
were an indigenous people living in Mexico before the 16th century. 
Early guacamole was made purely of avocado. The modern name 
derives from the Nahuati word, huacamolli, which translates to “avo-
cado sauce.” Guacamole became popular because of the abnormal 
nutritional value of avocados.

GUACAMOLE GOES WAY BACK

Since Aztec days, the recipe has changed and grown. Mexican 
cooks usually add lime juice, garlic, and salt, but some cooks add 
fruits, vegetables, nuts, spices, and herbs in a quest to find favorite 
flavor combos.

GUACAMOLE TODAY



Did you know? 
Guacamole is one of the most widely consumed 
snacks during the Super Bowl!

*

My name is Chef _________ and I own a restaurant in _________. My fondest childhood memory 

was picking avocados off the old avocado tree in my grandmother’s backyard. Some summer days, 

when the fruit of the avocado tree was ___________, I would harvest an entire basket full of the 

avocados. I was fascinated by the fruit’s        ___________ taste and __________ texture, and I made it 

a point to ensure not one avocado would go to waste. With the avocados, I would make __________, 

__________ , and even __________ to share with __________! Years later, the long summer days 

spent in my grandmother’s kitchen inspired me to open my own restaurant, called __________. It is 

a neighborhood favorite and it is known for its __________. Now, I am working on a new dish for the 

restaurant based on the ____________avocado. To discover exciting new flavor combinations for my 

unique guacamole recipe, I must embark on a quest...a Taste Quest!
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GUACAMOLE MAD LIB:
To kick off this adventure, complete the mad lib below by filling in the blank spaces with the type of word 
indicated below the space. Make it as funny as you desire!

name
THE CULINARY QUEST OF

skin
flesh

pit#1

10
TQ REWARDS

SKILLS

knife mixing

keep your knives sharp
slice away from your hand 
and keep your fingers clear 
of the blade
curl your fingers under and 
hold the food with your 
fingertips when chopping

20 minutes

TIME

SAFETY

food

food

adjective



Slicing avocados can be a tricky business. Be sure to oversee that your child uses proper technique 
and tools. If needed, demonstrate the technique first and allow kids to observe before letting 
them try it on their own.

CHUNKY OR SMOOTH? 
The choice is yours! For 
chunkier guacamole, leave 
some large chunks of 
avocado in your mixture. 

chunky smooth

LET’S GET STARTED!

MAKING BASE GUACAMOLE

All great guacamole begins with simple and delicious base ingredients. Remember: You are the cook! You can add all 
kinds of extras, or just eat the guacamole base just as it is!

BASE INGREDIENTS:

2 ripe avocados salt & pepper to taste

TERM TIME! Just how much is “to 
taste”? This is a term which gives 
the cook freedom to add as much 
of an ingredient as you wish. “To 
taste” means that you taste your 
food and slowly add until the flavor 
is perfect. 

GROWN-UP ALERT:

juice of 1 lime

1 2 3

Place your avocado 
on a cutting board. 
Imagine a line 
running around the 
avocado and pull 
your knife along 
that line, keeping 
clear of fingers 
and hands, and 
pressing down 
until you hit the pit 
with your knife.

Once the avocado 
is completely 
cut all around, 
twist each side 

in opposite 
directions to 
separate the 

halves.

Run the edge of a 
spoon underneath 
the pit to separate 
it from the flesh of 
the avocado, then 
scoop out the flesh 
into a bowl. 

TOOLS:
sharp knife cutting 

board
mixing 
bowl

fork

In the mixing 
bowl, use the 
fork to mash the 
4 avocado halves 
to your preferred 
consistency.

Add the salt, 
pepper, and lime 
juice. Remember 
to go slowly and 
taste after adding.

4 5



• cilantro
• chives
• basil

HERBACEOUS
• sour cream
• cottage cheese

CREAMY

• bell pepper
• corn
• green chilis

VEGGIE

• pistachios
• pepitas
• sunflower seeds

NUTTY

FRUITY
• mango
• strawberry
• pomegranate

• jalapeño
• onion
• garlic

SPUNKY
1

2

3

4

5

6

GUACAMOLE GAMBLE! Begin by either rolling a dice twice or 
picking two random numbers between one and six. When you have 
your numbers, choose ingredients labled with that number. All of 
these ingredients can be added to taste: taste your Guac as you go 
to get the perfect flavor balance!

EXCITING ADDITIONS!

Pepitas are also known 
as pumpkin seeds, 
but they can also be 
any seed from other 
varieties of squash.

* *

**
*These ingredients can be 

added directly to the base. 
Begin by adding about 2 
tablespoons.

* These fruits can be difficult 
to prepare. If available, 
you can purchase pre-
prepared items.

avocado 
sprout

Are you ready to invent your own guacamole recipe? 
You can either get creative, or leave it to chance! 



MISSION NOTES:

RECORD AND SKETCH 
Write down your favorite guacamole ingredients and why you 
think you enjoyed their flavor. Don’t be afraid to share ingredients 
or crazy combinations!

KEEPING YOUR GUAC FRESH
Avocados turn brown when exposed to oxgen in the air. 
This process, called oxidation, can be slowed with an acid. 
The best trick for lasting guacamole is squeezing extra lime 
juice on top before storing!

FINISHING UP!

DOCUMENT YOUR QUEST

Using any drawing materials you like, draw your best interpretation of your guacamole creation.

Snap shots of your creation and this page and use the QR Code 
to log your quest, or log directly at tastequest.org/log-a-quest  


